Accelerating Team Performance
You know that teamwork is important and it shouldn’t be that hard, but
somehow it always is.
There are power plays, weak links and
miscommunication. At best it is not an engaging work environment, at worst
the results suffer. You’re looking for more than just general strategies, you
want an innovative approach customized to you and the needs of your team.
StrengthsPRO’s Accelerating Team Performance program will help you
strengthen critical partnerships inside and outside of the team while
enhancing engagement, creativity and decision making.

Team Mission

Aligned Team

Individual Motives
Shared Methods
Key Program Components Include:
• Needs Consultation with Team Leadership
• Extraordinary Teams Assessment (each member participates)
• Strengths Assessment (individual results and team analysis)
• Team Facilitated Discovery Session on your schedule*
• Recommendations for Sustained Change
* Night and Weekend Sessions Available, Choose on or off-site

Contact Us Today to Learn More!
www.strengthspro.com

Stephanie@StrengthsPRO.com

Stephanie Clergé
Emerging Leaders & Team Performance Expert

Educated
BS Management Science & Engineering (IE) - Stanford University
MBA (Corporate Entrepreneurship) - Babson College
Leadership Coaching Certification – Hudson Institute

Experienced
Fortune 100 Company Leadership Coach & Trainer
People Manager in Technology Manufacturing for 14 Years
Start-up and Sustaining; Operations and Business Support

Effective
Just ask her clients . . .
“From the moment you meet Stephanie, she captures your attention
with thoughtful questions tailored to your professional growth and
development. As a first time manager, she empowered me to move
beyond an individual contributor to achieving success through
leading others.” – Aisha Adams, Operations Group Leader, Intel

www.strengthspro.com

Stephanie@StrengthsPRO.com

The StrengthsPRO Difference
If you’ve been a manager for more than 5 minutes I’m sure you’ve already
participated in many leadership development experiences ranging from speakers, to
workshops, to buddy programs and the like. And yet you’re back. Maybe this is
because you’re looking to renew capabilities you gained from these experiences, but
most likely you are interested in transforming in an area that your previous
experiences couldn’t reach. Something was missing.

We have the missing ingredient to create and sustain that change you desire.
This time you are in the right place. We have the missing ingredient to create and
sustain the change you desire. And the best news is that you have it too. You had it
all along. That missing ingredient is your personal strengths—the intersection of
your character and competence. Unlike other interventions that attempt to
reprogram you like a computer by filling you with knowledge and too many or too
few tools, our program will build upon your unique foundation and allow you to
customize an approach that fits you and your business.

Reflective
We have a dual meaning for Reflective: 1) Content and participation is rooted in
individual and organizational reflection on current state and desired results. 2)
Methods and outcomes are reflective of the needs of the individual and organization.

Reality Based
You will focus your work on current personal, professional and business realities.
We will meet you where you are and take you to where you want to be. Think back
to your favorite college class made of lecture and lab, only supercharged, because
the lectures are short and engaging and the lab is your work life. Bring your actual
challenges, try the tools and methods and make real (time) changes in performance.

Results Oriented
The foundation of reflection and the impact of reality creates momentum toward
results. But not the desired results of the Facilitator Coach, rather the results you
and the business require. Before we begin we’ll create comprehensive goals and
methods to evaluate results. It doesn’t end there, as sustained results are the goal.
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